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THE PIECEWISE LINEAR UNKNOTTING OF CONES 
W. B. R. LICKORISH 
$1. INTRODUCTIOK 
A POLYHEDRON X is said to unknot in another polyhedron Y, if any two piecewise linear 
embeddings of X and Y that are homotopic are also ambient isotopic; this means that one 
embedding can be carried to the other by a piecewise linear isotopy of Y. If Y happens to 
be a polyhedral sphere or ball, this definition can be simplified by reference to the result 
of Alexander and Gugenheim [3], that any piecewise linear orientation preserving homeo- 
morphism of Y is, in this case, isotopic to the identity. The theory of unknotting when X 
and Y are both manifolds has recently been much studied, taking its impetus from the 
theorems of Zeeman [9]. These show that Sp, the p-dimensional sphere, unknots in S”, 
and that proper embeddings (i.e. with boundary embedded in boundary) of the p-ball BP, 
in B”, also unknot, provided that in both cases, (n -p) 2 3. The apparatus developed by 
Zeeman for the proof of these results is here examined and extended. The main theorem 
(Theorem (1)) obtained in this paper is that if (B”, Xp) is a pair consisting of a ball B", with 
a cone X embedded in it, with the base of the cone, and only the base of the cone, 
embedded in the boundary of the ball, then (B", Xp) is pairwise homeomorphic to the 
cone on (as", dB"n P), by a homeomorphism that is the identity on as", this being 
subject to the usual proviso that (n - p) 2 3. This result leads immediately to theorem 5 
which is a suspension theorem for the property of “being unknotted in a sphere”. More 
precisely it is shown that if. Xp unknots in S”, (n - p) 2 3, then the r-fold suspension of X 
unknots in Sn+r. 
In geometrically flavoured topology, the ideas of cones and suspensions seem to be 
at home mostly in the combinatorial category. Thefact that Zeeman’smethods [9] generalise 
to give results on arbitrary cones and suspensions emphasises that in his original results, on 
the unknotting of Sp in S”, the important property, required of the sphere Sp, is not really 
that S’ is a manifold, but that Sp is the suspension of something simpler, namely the sphere 
Sp-‘. As the notion of suspension is rather unnatural in the theory of differential topology, 
it is not too surprising that very different results have been obtained by Haefliger [4] for the 
possibility of differentiably unknotting spheres in spheres of higher dimensions. 
The proof of Theorem (1) is by induction on the dimension of the ball B”, and it rests 
heavily on the rather technical Proposition (l), and on the generalisation of the Stallings- 
Zeeman sunny collapsing process. Theorems (1) and (5) are, however, not simply elegant 
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results in themselves; they can be used, together with Proposition (l), to give neat and 
possibly surprising corollaries. One such result is that (Theorem (6)) two embeddings of a 
polyhedron X’ in S”, n - JJ 2 3, are ambient isotopic if there exists a homeomorphism of 
Xp x I into S” x I which, when restricted to X x 0 and X x 1, reduces to the two given 
embeddings. This, in the case of isotopies in S”, improves on a theorem of Hudson [5] which 
requires X to be a manifold, and the embedding of Xp x I in S” x 1 to be level preserving, 
before the two embeddings can be proved ambient isotopic. Theorem (7) follows from this 
result. It is there shown that if S”, the boundary of B”‘i, contains two disjoint spheres 9’ 
and 9, with n -p 2 3, and tl - q 2 3, then Sp and S4 are unlinked in S”, if and only if they 
bound disjoint balls (of dimensions p + 1 and 4 + 1 respectively) in B”+‘. It is perhaps 
worth noting that this is not true if the codimension, N -p, is two. The differential analogue 
of this is true, however, in codimensions 23 by Smale’s work [7]. 
It is shown that the polyhedron consistin g of two spheres with a point in common 
unknots in another sphere of codimension 23. Also it is proved that if two embeddings 
of BP in S”, n -p 2 3, agree on the boundary of BP, (the two images may intersect in any 
way), then there is an isotopy of S” which moves one embedding to the other, but keeps the 
embedding of the boundary of BP fixed throughout. 
This author wishes to express his gratitude to Professor E. C. Zeeman for his encourage- 
ment in the preparation of this paper. 
42. DEFINITIONS AND PRINCIPAL RESULTS 
Throughout this section we shall be working within the category of polyhedra and 
piecewise linear embeddings. This category can be described in the following way: A 
triangulation of a topological space X is a homeomorphism of a finite simplicial complex 
onto X. Two such triangulations, f’ : K ---+ Xandg :L-----+ X are said to be piecewise 
linearly relaled if g- tfis a piecewise linear homeomorphism from K to L. A set of triangu- 
lations, which are piecewise linearly related, is said to be maximal if any triangulation of X, 
that is piecewise linearly related to any triangulation of this set, belongs to the set. A 
polyhedron X is, then, a topological space together with a maximal set of piecewise linearly 
related triangulations. Iff : K - Xandg :L- Y are triangulations of the polyhedra 
X and Y, a map 4 : X-4 Y is called piecewise linear if g-‘$f‘: K - L is piecewise 
linear; this definition is independent of the choice offand g from the triangulations of the 
given structures of the polyhedra. Y is a sub-polyhedron of a polyhedron X if for some 
triangulation f : K - A' of X, Y = fL, for some subcomplex L of K; f IL : L - Y 
induces the polyhedral structure of Y. 
We shall use the symbols B” and S” to denote n-dimensional polyhedral balls and 
spheres respectively, Thus B" is a polyhedron that has a triangulation f : A” --+ B", and 
S” a triangulation g : aA”+’ ------f S”. (A” is the n-simplex, and d is used to denote a boun- 
dary). All embeddings and homeomorphisms of polyhedra are to be understood to be 
piecewise linear, unless otherwise stated. 
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If ‘M and L are polyhedra, and L is a sub-polyhedron of .V, we shall refer to them as a 
pair (M, L). The codimension of the pair is dim.M - dim.L. Two pairs (&ii, L,) and 
(,+f2, L,) are homeomorphic if there is a homeomorphism from ,M, to M2 which, when 
restricted to L,, is a homeomorphism from L, to L2. CR, S) is called a ntb-puir of the pair 
(~ti, L), if R is sub-polyhedron of iLf, and R n L = S. 
The join of two polyhedra X and Y will be written XY, or if it seems that confusion 
might arise, as X* Y. XY has a uniquely defined structure as a polyhedron (see Zeeman [lo]). 
In particular, if a is a single point, nX is the cone on X, and X regarded as a sub-polyhedron 
of nX is called the base of the cone. Joins of a single polyhedron to pairs of polyhedra will 
cccur, and X*(M, L.) will denote the pair (Xiv, XL), and similarly a* (M, L) denotes 
a&f, uL). The join of two distinct points to a polyhedron X is the suspension of X, written 
as CX, and C’X denotes the r-fold suspension of X. 
DEFINITION. Zf X is any polyhedron, and aX the cone on X, an embedding f’ : aX - B” 
is called proper iff- ‘8s” = X. 
This simply means that a proper embedding of a cone embeds the base of the cone in 
the boundary of the ball, and the remainder of the cone in the interior of the ball. It must 
be emphasised that, subject to this condition (and that of piecewise linearity), the embedding 
may be quite arbitrary. A simple example of a proper embedding of a cone on a ball is 
an embedding of BP in B”, which embeds dBP in dB” and BP in 8”. If n -p = 2, this may be 
a knotted embedding but it is still proper. Another example is the inclusion of aX in CC?‘-‘, 
where X is a sub-polyhedron of S”-‘. In this second case the embedding is rather a special 
one, for UX is embedded as a sub-cone of B” regarded as the cone US”-‘. 
An isotopy of a polyhedron Y is a level preserving homeomorphism /I : I x Y - Ix Y, 
such that if h, : Y-----+ Y is defined for all t E I by h(l, y) = (t, Iz,y), then /I,, is the identity. 
We shall sometimes also refer to the set of homeomorphisms /I, as an isotopy. A point 
y E Y is said to be keptfixed by the isotopy if h,y = Y for all t E 1. Two embeddings f and g 
of X into Y are ambient isotopic if there exists an isotopy of Y, such that h, f = g. X is 
said to unknot in Y if any two homotopic embeddings of X in Y are ambient isotopic. 
1f.f : ax----+ B” is a proper embedding of the cone UX in B”, from the above definition 
f 1 X is an embedding of X in dB”. We can define an associated embedding3 : aX - b *aB” 
by defining 3u = 6, and extending f 1 X conically. We call ,f the conical extension off 1 X. 
We can think of b + dB” as being equivalent to B”, and off andfas being two proper embed- 
dings of uX in B”. Then, Theorem (1) says that, for codimension 2 3, these two embeddings 
are equivalent, and implies that we can, isotopically, slide the embedding f to the nice, 
straight, sub-cone embedding f, leaving the boundary of B” fixed in the isotopy. More 
precisely we shall prove: 
THEOREM (1). Let f : ax---+ B” be a proper embedding of aX, rvhere dim UX 5 n - 3, 
then there is a homeomorphism h : B” - b * CJB” such that hIc?B” is the identity, and the 
following diagram is commutatice (where f is the conical extension oj’f 1 X): 
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/ 
aX---------*B” 
To convert this result into a statement concerning isotopy and unknotting we need 
the following lemmas, due essentially to Alexander [I] and Gugenheim [3]. An outline of 
the proofs of them is given here. 
LEMMA (1). Let X be a sub-polyhedron of Sn-I, and let h be any homeomorphism, 
h : bS”-’ - bS"-' such that hl(S”-’ u bX) = 1. Then h is isotopic to the identity by means 
of an iso topy which keeps (S” - 1 v b X) fixed. 
Proof. We construct the isotopy H : I x bS”-’ ---+ I x bs”-’ as follows. 
H(f’ ‘) = ~I: ~~) 
( 
if?=0 orifxES”-’ 
if t = 1 
This defines H level preserving on 8(Z x bS”-‘). Define H level preserving on J x bs”-’ 
by mapping a selected point of the interior of I x b to itself, and joining linearly to the boun- 
dary of I x bS”-‘. His then the desired isotopy. 
LEMMA (2). rf H: Ix S”-l--+ I x 9-l is an isotopy of S”-’ that keeps XC S”-’ 
fixed, then H can be extended to an isotopy R : I x bS”-’ --+ I x bS”-‘, which keeps 
b X fixed. 
Proof. Define RIO x bS”-’ as the identity and iri]l x bS”-’ as the conical extension 
of HII x S”--‘. 17 is then defined level preserving on I x b.9”-’ by mapping a selected 
point of the interior of I x b to itself and joining linearly to the boundary of I x bS”-‘. 
If bX is vacuous, the above results reduce to the usual classical lemmas, and lead to 
the following corollary in the usual way (see for example [3] or [lo]). 
COROLLARY. Any orientation preserving homeomorphism qf s” to itseif is isotopic to 
the identity. 
The proof of Theorem (1) will be deferred to a later section, but using Lemmas (I) 
and (2), we can at once deduce from the theorem the following results: 
THEOREM (2). If fand g are proper embeddings of aX in B”, with dim aX 5 n - 3, and 
f I(Xu a Y) = gl(Xu a Y) for some polyhedron Y contained in X, then f and g are ambient 
isotopic, and aB” u f (a Y) can be keptfixed in the isotopy. 
Proof. By Theorem (1) there are homeomorphisms fIl and h, where hi : B” -b*aB”; 
h, and h, are the identity on aB”, and 
h,f=f= 3 = h,g. 
Then, h,h;’ is a homeomorphism of b * aB” to itself that is the identity on aB”u b *.f’Y. 
By Lemma (1) this homeomorphism is isotopic to the identity by an isotopy H, which is 
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fixed (for all t E I) on dB” u 6 *f Y. Thus, h;‘H,h, is an isotopy of B” that is fixed on 
ZB" u f(aY), and provides an ambient isotopy sending embedding g to embeddingf. 
COROLLARY. If f and g are proper embeddings of aX in B”, dim, aX 5 n - 3, and 
if there is a homeomorphism h : c’B” ---+ dB”, such that hf 1 X = g/X, then h extends to 
fi : B” - B” such that hj = g. 
Proof. As B” is homeomorphic to 6 * S-l, any homeomorphism of dB” to itself can be 
extended (cone-wise in b * S”-I) to some homeomorphism of B”. Let 0 be any such exten- 
sion of h. By the theorem there is a homeomorphism C#J of B”, fixed on aB”, such that 
@r‘= g. As @laB” = h, 40 is an extension of h of the required form. 
Theorem (2) is perhaps most easily described as a relative unknotting theorem for 
properly embedded cones: Any two such embeddings which agree on the base of the cone 
are ambient isotopic, and if the embeddings agree on a sub-cone, this can be kept fixed in 
the isotopy. If it is assumed that the base of the cone unknots in the boundary of the ball, 
then the next theorem shows that proper embeddings of the cone in the ball unknot in 
codimension three or more (i.e. any two proper embeddings are ambient isotopic): 
THEOREM (3). If n - p 2 3, and Xp-’ unknots in S”-I, then any two proper embeddings 
of aX in B” are ambient isotopic. 
Proof. Let f and g be proper embeddings of aX in B”. Since X unknots in Sn-I, there 
is an isotopy H, : aB” - aBn such that H,, is the identity and Hlfl X = gj X. This isotopy 
extends to an isotopy R, of B” by Lemma (2). Then R,f’and g are proper embeddings of 
aX in B” that agree on X. By Theorem (2), R,f and g are ambient isotopic, and since 
ambient isotopy is an equivalence relationship, f and g are ambient isotopic. 
We prove the following theorem by a similar argument to that used in the proof of 
Theorem (3), but in this case we make use of the property that when proper embeddings 
agree on a sub-cone, this sub-cone can be kept fixed in an ambient isotopy between the two 
embeddings : 
THEOREM (4). If f and g are embeddings of BP in s”, n -p 2 3, and f ldBP = gldBP, 
then f and g are ambient isotopic, and f (aBp) can be kept fixed in the isotopy. 
Proof. The theorem is trivially true if n = 3, as BP is then either empty, or consists of a 
single point. Thus, inductively, we assume the theorem to be true for any pair of embeddings 
of Bq in S”, m - q 1 3, which agree on aB4, provided that m < n. Now we suppose that 
f and g are given as in the statement of the theorem. Let L, and L, be triangulations of 
BP, and K a triangulation of S”, such that f : L, + K and g : L, __* K are simplicial. 
Let u be a vertex off (aL,)” where (aL,)” is a second derived of aL,, and let f -It’ = a,, 
g-lrj = a7. Then star (u, K”) is a combinatorial ball, (stars of vertices in complexes are always 
taken as closed stars), and the closure of K”- star (u, K”) is another ball, and these two balls 
have in common the combinatorial sphere link (u, K”). Similarly star (a,, L;) and the closure 
of L,-star (a,, L;) are balls having the (p - I)-dimensional ball, link(a,, L;), in common. 
A similar situation occurs in Lz. 
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Returning to the polyhedra BP and S”, we infer from the above discussion that s” is 
equal to the union of two polyhedral balls By and B; with their boundary S”-’ in common. 
Similarly BP can be considered as the union of two p-balls, one mapped by f into B;, and the 
other into B;. We express this in the following way: There is a homeomorphism 
jr : (Cl u c2) * BP-’ - BP such that ffr : ci * BP-’ ---+ B6 is a proper embedding of the 
cone on BP-‘, for i = 1, 2. There is a homeomorphism gr : (c, u c2) * BP-’ - BP with 
an analogous property, and 
frl(cr u c2) * 8Bp-’ = glI(cl u cl) * dBP-‘. 
By Theorem (1) applied to By and B;, there is a homeomorphism 4 : S” - (b, u b,) * s=-’ 
such that 4 is the identity on Sn-r, and 
+jjr(ci * JBP-‘) = bi *ff~8BP-‘, i= 1,2. 
Now ff, and ggr give embeddings of BP-’ in S”-’ which agree on aBPml. By the induction 
hypothesis there is an isotopy of S”-’ which leavesff,dBP-’ fixed, and which sendsff,,lBP-’ 
to ggllBp-l. This can, by Lemma (2), be extended to an isotopy H, of (6, u b,) * Sn-I, 
which keeps 4flI(ci * aBP-‘) fixed for i = 1,2. H,$j& and H, $gg , give proper embeddings 
of (Ci * BP-‘) in bi * Sn-‘, which agree on BP-’ and on ci * dBP-‘. By Theorem (2) there 
is an isotopy G, of (6, u b2) * Sn-‘, which is fixed on s”-’ and on $flI(ci * aBP-‘) and 
which sends H,I#J& to H,q5gg,. Thus q5-‘G,H,$ is an isotopy of S”, which provides an 
ambient isotopy from A; to gg,, and keeps fdBP fixed, and so q!-‘G,H,$f =gglf;‘. 
However, g, f;’ : BP - BP is fixed on aBP, and is by Lemma (1) isotopic to the identity 
keeping aBP fixed. There is then an isotopy F, of S” which leaves g(aB”) fixed, and which 
sends ggr f;’ to g [6, Corollary (2.4)]. Thus finally F,#-‘G,H,4 is the required isotopy 
of S”, sending f to ,a. This completes the induction argument and the theorem is proved. 
We now state and prove the suspension stability theorem for the property of unknotting 
in a sphere. 
THEOREM (5). If n - p 2 3 and Xp-’ unknots in S”-‘, then ZX unknots in S”. 
Proof. Let f and g be two embeddings of CX in S”, and consider CX as (a, u az) * X. 
A regular neighbourhood off (CX) mod f (a2X) in s” is a polyhedral n-ball P,, such that 
f la,X is a proper embedding of a,X in P, [6], and if P, = closure (S” --PI), f la,X is a 
proper embedding of a2 X in Pz. Let i : X - s”- ’ be some selected standard embedding 
of Xin Y-l, and let i be the suspension of this embedding, i : (a, u a J * X- (6, ub,)*S”-‘. 
Since X unknots in S”-’ there is a homeomorphism 4 : aP, - S”- ‘, such that 4f I X = i, 
by the corollary to Theorem (2), this extends to 6 : S” - (b, u b,) * S”-’ such that 
$f = i. Similarly there exists a homeomorphism $ : s” - (6, v 6,) * s”-’ such that 
$g = i. Then $-‘d;f’= g, and, since by the corollary to Lemma (2) $-‘$ is isotopic to 
the identity, f and g are ambient isotopic. 
COROLLARY (1). If n - p 2 3 and Xp unknots in S”, then C’Xp unknots in S”+‘. 
Proof. This follows at once by iteration of the theorem. 
COROLLARY (2). If n - p 2 3, Sp unknots in S”. 
Proof. Take X as a pair of points in Snep, and suspend p times, using Corollary (1). 
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This second corollary is Zeeman’s result of [9]; it must be emphasised that the proof 
of Theorem (I), to be given later, depends on a generalisation of Zeeman’s methods. 
COROLLARY (3) If n - p 2 3, the polyhedron consisting of trc.0 p-spheres with a p-ball 
in common unknots in S”. 
Proof. Take X as three points, which unknots in Snmp. Suspend p times using Corollary 
(1). 
By taking X as any number of points, Corollary (3) generalises to the fact that the 
polyhedron consisting of a finite number of p-spheres \vith a p-ball in common unknots 
in S”, if n - p 2 3. It is interesting to contrast this result with the fact that the polyhedron 
which consists of two disjoint Sp’s in S” can knot when n - p 2 3; this being simply the 
phenomenon of linking. 
The concept of two embeddings of a polyhedron X in another Y being ambient iso- 
topic has been discussed above. We now state the result which shows that if Y is a poly- 
hedral sphere, and dim Y - dim X 2 3, the condition for two embeddings of X in Y to 
be ambient isotopic is equivalent to a seemingly much weaker condition: 
THECREM (6). Let .f and g be embedding of‘ the polyhedron Xp in S”, where n - p 2 3. 
Suppose there is an embedding H : X x I - s” x I mch that H-‘(S” x 0) = X x 0, 
H-‘(S” x 1) = A’ x 1, and H(x, 0) = (f(x), 0), H(x, 1) = (g(x), I), for all .r E X, then f and 
g are ambient isotopic. 
The proof of this theorem will be given in 94, but from Theorem (6) we can deduce the 
following result: 
THEOREM (7). Sp and S4 contained in S”, II - p 2 3, n - q 2 3, are unlinked if and ou!, 
IY, regarding S” as dB”+‘, Sp and Sq bound disjoint balls BP’ ‘, Bqfl, Ichose interiors are 
contained in the interior of B” “. 
Proof. Sp and S4 contained in S” are said to be unlinked if they are contained in disjoint 
w-balls in S”. If this is the case, it is easy to show that Sp and Sq bound disjoint balls BP+‘, 
Bq+’ in B”+‘. Thus suppose, conversely, that these balls are given, and it is required to 
show that Sp and Sq are unlinked. Let x E hpfl, the interior of BP+‘, and y E bqf’. Let 
N(x, B”+‘) be a small regular neighbourhood of x in&‘+ ’ which intersects BP+’ in N(x, BP+‘), 
a regular neighbourhood of x in bp+‘; let N(y, B”+’ ), N(y, Bqcl) be similarly defined, so 
that N(x, B”+‘) and Nb, B”+‘) are disjoint. These neighbourhoods are all balls of the 
relevant dimensions. The boundary of the pair N(x, B”+’ ), ~\l’(x, BP+‘) is a pair of spheres 
(S:, Sg) and we can find a ball B: such that Sf c Bg c San; similarly for p’, we have the pair 
(S;, S,4) and S,4 c Bz c .S; (see Fi,. 0 1). Let A E S: - Bi, and B E 5’; - Bi. Let 7-t be a simple 
polyhedral path joining A and Bin B”+‘, not meeting BP+‘, Bq” 01 N(x, B”+‘) u N(y, B”+‘), 
except at A and B, and let M be a regular neighbourhood of TI in Bni’ - (BP+’ u Bqf’ u 
B: u Bi u fi(x, Bnfl) u &‘(y, B”+ ‘)) which meets Si u Si regularly, [6]. M is an (n + 1)-ball 
containing 71, and M meets .Si and .Si each in an n-ball contained in dM. Then N(x, B”+‘) u 
Mu N(y, B”+‘) is an (n + I)-ball By+’ with boundary SF. But Bz c SF and B,” c ST, thus 
SC and Sj are unlinked in Sp. Now Bnfl - PI” is homeomorphic to S” x I, and BP” - 
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FIG. 1. 
k(x, BP+‘) and LIq” -fi(y, Bqfl) can be regarded as the image of an embedding of 
(Spu Sq) x I in I?“+’ -By+‘. Theorem (6) implies there is a homeomorphism between 
the pairs (S”, Spu Sq) and (S;, .S: u Sj), and so the fact that SE and Si are unlinked in 
Sp implies that Sp and S4 are unlinked in S”. 
Remark (1). The proof of Theorem (7) generalises immediately to show that any 
number of spheres of codimension 23 in S” are unlinked if they bound disjoint balls in 
“+I B . 
Remark (2). The result of Theorem (7) (and hence also that of Theorem (6)) is not 
true in codimension 2. This can be seen by considering the two S”s in S3 which link as 
shown in Fig. 2, level 1. These S”s bound disjoint B”s in S3 x 1 and hence also in B4. 
A proof of this is indicated by Fi g. 2, which shows, in the manner originated by Fox [2], 
the intersection of the two B*‘s with various levels of S3 x I. 
Level I Level 2 Level 3 
3 _ --_ 
8’ Levels:- 
tzaf!!i 
2 - - 
.___- 
FIG. 2. 
We now define Sp v Sy as the nolyhedron consisting of a y-sphere and a q-sphere with 
one point z: in common. 
THEOREM (8). Sq v Sp unknots in S” ifn - p 2 3, n - q >= 3. 
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Note. Any embedding f‘: Sp v S4 - S” is locally unknotted in the following 
sense. Suppose L triangulates Sp v 9, K triangulates S”, and f : L - K is simplicial. 
Then if .y E L, the complex pair (Link(fiy, K),fLink(x, L)) is always pairwise homeomorphic 
to the pair obtained in similar fashion from any second embedding. If .r # u this follows 
from the fact that Sp- ’ and Sq- I unknot in S”- ’ (Theorem (5), Corollary (2)), and if x = c, 
link (L’, L) is the disjoint union of a combinatorial (p - 1)-sphere and a (q - 1)-sphere, 
which are embedded by fin the (n - 1)-sphere, link (JY, K). The images under f of these 
two spheres are unlinked in link (Jr, K), by Theorem (7), as they bound disjoint balls in 
the ball K-stir(fc, K). 
Proof of Theorem (8). S’ v Sq is homeomorphic to X where X is [(au 6) * Sp-‘] y 
[(au c) * Sq-‘1. Let f and f, be two embeddings of this in S”. Let P be a regular neigh- 
bourhood off (Up- ‘) modf’(X - bSp-‘) in s”, and Q a regular neighbourhood of f(cSq-‘) 
mod f (X - cS4-‘) in S” - P. Let P, and Q, be similarly described with respect to fi. 
Then, from [6], P is a ball, meetingfX only inf(6SP-‘), and f gives a proper embedding of 
bSP-’ in P; a similar remark applies to Q, P, and Q,. There is, by Theorem (5), Corollary 
(2), a homeomorphism 4 : dP ---+ dP, such that +f I??‘-’ = f,lSp-‘, which extends by the 
corollary to Theorem (2) to 4 : P - P, such that 
$f]bSp--l =filb.Sp-‘. 
Similarly there is a homeomorphism $ : Q ---+ Q, such 
$f]CY’ =f,]cP-1. 
that 
Let A E dP, BE aQ and let TI be a simple polyhedral path in S” connecting A and B, not 
meeting fX, nor Pu Q except at A and B. Let M be a regular neighbourhood of TI in 
S” - (fXu P u h), meeting aP u aQ regularly [6]. M is then an n-ball in S”, M n f X = /zr, 
and MnP=dMndP=an(n- I)-ball, and similarly MnQ=dMndQ=an(n- I)- 
ball (see Fig. 3). Let X, be another polyhedral path in S” connecting +A and CI/B, and let 
S’ S’ 
-1 
G 
\ 
I 
’ ,,’ ,‘/I / 
a , T 
*-A 
PL c 
FIG”: 3. 
M, be a regular neighbourhood of TI, in S” - (f Xu kI u j,) such that M, has parallel 
properties to those of M, and &M n P) = M, n P,, $(A4 n Q) = M, n Q,. Now P u Mu Q 
is an n-ball, and we can extend the homeomorphisms (p and + to a homeomorphism. 
O:PuMuQ- PI u MI u Q,. 
Let B” be S” - [Puh ud) and B; = S” - (b, u&i, u 0,). Then, f 1 CI *(Sp-’ u Sq-‘) 
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gives a proper embedding of a * (9-i u 9-i) in B”, a similar statement is true forf,, and 
efl(sP-’ u 9-l) =fll(Yi u 9-i). 
By the corollary to Theorem (2) 8 extends to 0 : S” - S” such that l?f = fi. f and f; are 
thus ambient isotopic by the corollary to Lemma (2), and the proof is complete. 
Theorem (4) and Theorem (5), Corollary (2), combined together show at once, that 
B’ unknots in S” provided (n - r) 2 3. This implies that, if we define .S’B’;’ Sq as the poly- 
hedron consisting of an 9 and an Sq with a 8’ in common, S”; Sq is a uniquely defined 
polyhedron (i.e. independent of the r-balls chosen for the identification process) up to 
homeomorphism, if p - r 2 3, 9 - r 1 3. Then, applying Theorem (5), Corollary (l), to 
the result of Theorem (8) we have the following result: 
THEOREM (9). Sp g Sq unknots in S” if r + 3 =< ,” 5 n - 3. 
Remark (1). If in Theorem (8) we had considered the union of Sp and Sq with two 
points in common, as X, instead of Sp v Sq, the situation would have been very different. 
For consider Sp-’ and Sq-’ linked in S”-‘; the suspension of this situation gives an embed- 
ding of X in S”, which is never homeomorphic to the embedding obtained by suspending 
Sp-’ unlinked with Sq-’ in S”-‘. In fact, if n - p 2 3 and n - (I 2_ 3, use of Theorem (1) 
shows that the knots of X in S” are in one to one correspondence with the links of Sp-‘, 
Sq-’ in S”-‘. This can then be suspended to give results analogous to Theorem (9). 
Remark (2). If X is the polyhedron consisting of Sp u I u Sq with one end point of I 
identified with a point of SP, and the other with a point of Sq, then X can knot in S” when 
dim X 5 n - 3. This is so because for certain values of n, we can embed X so that the Sp 
and Sq are linked, and this embedding cannot be ambient isotopic to an embedding in 
which Sp and Sq are unlinked. However, X is, in this case, of the same homotopy type as 
Sp v Sq which does, by Theorem (S), unknot in S”. Thus for polyhedra, the property of 
unknotting in S” is not an invariant of homotopy type. 
$3. REGULAR NEIGHBOURHOODS OF PROPERLY EMBEDDED CONES 
The last section was complete in itself except for the omission of the proofs of Theorems 
(1) and (6). Both these proofs will depend on Proposition (l), and the sole purpose of this 
section is to state and prove this proposition. In principle, the proposition states that if 
f:aX--+ B” is a proper embedding, then the pair (N, fax), where N is a regular neigh- 
bourhood off(aX) in B”, is homeomorphic, pairwise, to the pair (star(fu, M), star(fa, L)) 
where M triangulates B”, and has L as a subcomplex triangulating fax. Before we can 
prove this proposition it will be necessary to develop a few rather technical lemmas, and to 
give an inductive statement, Theorem (l”‘)), of Theorem (1). Theorem (1”‘)) is trivially 
true if n 5 3, so we shall assume Theorem (1 (“-‘)) to be true, use it to prove Proposition (I), 
which will, in turn, prove Theorem (1’“)). The inductive statement of the theorem is as 
follows (we are still working in the polyhedral category): 
THEOREM (1’“‘). Ler f : aA’---+ B” be a proper embedding, rvhere dim aX s M - 3, 
andletf:aX-----+ b * dB” be the conical extension off 1 X, then there is a homeomorphism 
h : B” ---+ b * dB”, such that hf = f and hlaBm is the identity, provided that m s n. 
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Preparatory Lemmas 
The idea of a proper embedding of a cone in a ball has been defined. It will be con- 
venient to parallel this definition here, in the case of embeddings of suspensions in spheres 
in the following manner: Let B, and B2 be two balls of the same dimension with their 
boundaries identified, so that B, u B2 is a sphere. Let ?B, = Bdz = S. Suppose that, for 
some polyhedron Z, g is an embedding of (a, u u2) * Z in B, u B,, such that g(UiZ) c B, 
and g_lS = Z for i = 1,2. We call g a proper embedding of (a, u a?) * Z in B, u B,. Now 
g(Z) c S, so we can define an associated embedding 9, where 
jj:(aluu,)*Z- (.X1 u X2) * s 
be defining g/Z = g[Z, Gai = xi, and extending linearly. With this notation we prove: 
LEMMA (3). Suppose B, and B, are (n - 1) bulls, and ?B, = dB, = S. Suppose that 
for some polyhedron Z, dim Z 5 n - 5, g is a proper embedding of (u, u u2) * Z in B, u B,. 
Then Theorem (I(“-‘) > implies that there is a homeomorphism h, 
h : B, u B2 - (x, u 52) * s, 
such that hi.!? is the identity and hg = 8. 
Proof: g[u,Z is a proper embedding of u,Z in B,. By Theorem (lcn-l)) we can define 
hlB, : B, - x,S so that hlS is the identity and hglu,Z = glu,Z. Defining h[B,, similarly, 
gives a complete definition of h. 
If we have a pair of polyhedra, P,, which is known to be homeomorphic to a pair 
c * (.S-‘, Y), we want to investigate what pairs can be glued to P,, so that the composite 
pair is still homeomorphic to c * (S”-‘, Y). This is done in the following two lemmas, 
which provide the basic procedure for the proof of Proposition (1). 
LEMMA (4). Let h be a homeomorphism mapping a pair P, to c * (S”-‘, Y), und C$ be a 
homeomorphism mapping b * (a, u al) * (S”-‘, Z) to another pair P2. Suppose that P, and 
P2 intersect in the common sub-pair 4[u, * (S”-‘, Z)] c h-‘(S”-‘, Y). Then there exists a 
homeomorphism 
H : P, u P, - c* (S”_l, Y). 
I_ further, for erery point zi E Z, Yi is dejined us h+(u, zi), H can be chosen so that for 
ull zi, 
H-‘(cYJ = h-‘(cYJ u 4[b * (a, u aJ * zi] 
u&H-‘jc*(Y- UY,)=h-‘lc*(Y- UY,). 
I 1 
Proof. We shall define H and show that it has the required properties. Let P, be the 
pair iz-l[c * h4(a, * (S”-‘, Z))]. P, is a sub-pair of P,, which meets the closure of (P, - P,) 
in h-l [c * h4(SnL2, Z)], and P, n P, = P, n P,. Define H to be equal to h when restricted 
to the closure of (P, - P3). 
Now define ill : P, - i: * (a, * (Sn-2, Z)) to be the composite of h followed by the 
conical extension of [h4la, * (SnM2, Z)]-‘. We have, given, a homeomorphism 
4-l : P2- b * (a, uaz) * (Sn-2, Z) and, on P2 nP,, h, = 4-l. Thus h, and 4-l 
together give a homeomorphism : 
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h, u 0-l : P, u P2 - i: * (a1 * (Sn-2, Z)) u b G * (a, u aI) * (.Sn-2, Z). 
If u is a point of z a, and t’ a point of u a,, we can define a homeomorphism h,, 
11, : z* (u1 * (Sn-2, Z)) u b * (aI u u2) *(S”--2, Z) - ? * (a1 * (y-2, Z)) 
by defining A,]? *(Snm2, Z) as the identity, h2u, = u, h,(b) = t’, h,(u,) = a, and extending 
linearly. Then HIP, u P, is defined to be h h;‘h2(h, u 4 -‘). 
Now h,(h-‘[c * hd(S”-2, Z)]) = z * (S”-‘, Z) and h2 is the identity on ? * (9-‘, Z). 
Thus on P, n closure (P, - P3), h; ‘h,h, is the identity, and H is a well defined homeo- 
morphism on P, u P,. 
Let zi be a point of Z; by definition Yi = @(a,~~). Then, 
K’(cY,) = (h, u I#)-‘>-‘h;‘h,h-‘(CYJ 
= (h, u 4-‘>-‘h;‘(Eu,z,) 
= (h, u $-‘)-‘(Fn,zi u b * (al u uJ * zi) 
= h-‘[c * h$u,zi] u $[b * (ul u u2) * zi] 
= 12-‘(cYi) U ~[b * (UI U U2) * pi]. 
LEMMA (5). Let h be a homeomorphism mapping u pair P, to c * (S”-I, Y), and $ be a 
homeomorphism mapping b * (By- ’ u Bi-‘, g((u, u a,) *Z)) to another pair P2, where 
dB;-‘=aB;-‘,dimZSn-5, undg isuproperembedding of(ul uu,) *ZinB;-‘uB;-‘. 
Suppose the intersection of’P, and P, is the common subpuir +(B;-‘, g(a,Z)) c h-‘(S”-‘, Y). 
Then Theorem (l(“- ‘) ) implies there is a homeomorphism H, 
H: P, u P,- c * (S”_l, Y), 
such that, defining Yi = hlC/g(a,z,) jbr each point zi E Z, 
H-‘(cYJ = h-‘(CT) u $[b * g((u, u u2) 1; zi)] 
H-‘/c * (Y - CJrl,) = h-‘/c * (Y - UYJ. 
I L 
Proof. By Lemma (3) there is a homeomorphism 0, fixed on S, 
‘J:(B, u &d(n, u U2) * Z)> -(U, u U2) *(S,c?Z) 
where S = c?B, = dB,, such that f?g = S. This extends conically to 
ikb*(B;-1uB;-1,g((u,uu2)*Z))- b*(u,uuJ*(S,gZ). 
Then Lemma (4) gives at once the required result, using $a-’ as the homeomorphism 4 
of that lemma. 
The following elementary result will also be required: 
LEMMA (6). Let B” be an n-ball, containing another n-bull A, such that aB”n A is an 
(n - I)-ball F. Suppose that B;, A, and F, are similarly described, and that h is a homeq- 
morphism, h : as------+ dB,, such that hF = F,, then can h be extended to a homeomorphism 
F;:B - B, such that hA = A,. 
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ProoJ As mentioned in the proof of the corollary to Theorem (7), any homeomor- 
phism of the boundary of a ball to the boundary of another extends to a homeomorphism 
between the two balls. 
Define hl?B equal to Iz. Now 2.4 - $ is an (n - 1)-ball, and we have defined already 
hl2(2,4 - P). Thus h extends over 2.4 - g‘, and we have h : SA - 2.4 1. ii, being defined 
on JA, extends over A, mapping .4 to A,. Similarly t; is already defined on the boundary 
of the closure of B - A, and thus extends to the whole of B”. 
Combinatorial lemmas 
Up to this point we have worked in the polyhedral category, but to proceed further we 
must consider the combinatorial category consisting of finite simplicial complexes and piece- 
wise linear maps. It is to be assumed that all embeddings and homeomorphisms mentioned 
are in fact piecewise linear unless otherwise stated (occasionally simplicial maps will be 
required). The notation used for the join of two complexes, or for a pair of complexes 
(i.e. a complex and a subcomplex) will be the same as that used for polyhedra. If L is a 
subcomplex of K, N(L, K) is the closed simplicial neighbourhooci of L in K, being the sub- 
complex of K consisting of all simplexes that have a face in L, and of all faces of these 
simplexes. The subcomplex of N(L, K) consisting of those simplexes not having a face in 
L is written aN(L, K). If c is a vertex of K, we define, in the customary way, star(r, K) = 
N(t;, K) and link(u, K) = dN(c, K). A Greek letter ~1, /I, y or 6 before the symbol for a 
complex denotes some subdivision of that complex. K’ denotes the first derived bary- 
centric subdivision of K, and K” the barycentric second derived. The polyhedron associated 
with K is written as jKI. Also, if a simplex u is a face of another simplex r, we denote this 
by CJ < T. 
LEMMA (7). Let u K be a subdivision of the complex K, and let c be a wrtes of 2 K. 
Then, if u E 161 for some simplex CT E K, there is a homeomorphism /I, 
h : star(ci, K) - star(u, r IS) 
onflfor ecery simplex 7 E star(cr, K), hr = star(c., r 5). 
Proof: (i) Suppose first that c is also a vertex of K, i.e. that G is O-dimensional. Let 
f‘:K- I be the unique simplicial map defined by: 
f u = 0,f.x = 1 for all other vertices x in K. 
IStar(c, K)I can be parametrised by (I, t) where IE Ilink(c, K)l, t E [0, I], so that if the point 
x has parameters (I, t), x lies on the line Iv, andf:y = t. 
Letf, : star(L), K) - star(r., K) be defined by f,a = (a, E), for all vertices a of link(r, K) 
f,c = L’, the definition being completed by linearity. f, is a linear embedding, andjJT/ c 1~1, 
for all 7 E star(v, K). We choose E sufficiently small, so that If, star(o, K)I c I&(,, a K)I. 
Let cr,K be a subdivision of u K formed by makin g an elementary subdivision of each 
simplex of u K, in an order of decreasing dimension, choosing subdivision points on 
If, link(l:, K)I whenever possible. The image off, is then a subcomplex of a,K, namely 
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star(o, r,K). But, as r,K is just a first derived of z K, there is a simplicial homeomorphism 
g : star(c, z, K) - c * (link(c, aK))‘, such that if 5 E star(r, rK), glstar(r, zlK) n ~1 = 151. 
Then g_& gives the required homeomorphism h. 
(ii) Suppose c is not a vertex of K. Let p K be the subdivision of K formed by an 
elementary subdivision at L’. Let yK be a common subdivision of aK and PK. By (i), 
there is a homeomorphism 4 : star(o, /?K) - star(v, yK) such that if T E star(v, /?K), 
$T = star(c, ys), and there is a homeomorphism $ : star(r, r K) - star(v, yK) such that 
IJ!JT = star(c, yr) for all T E star(r, uK). As 1’ c 6 for some cr E K, let i be the identity map 
which maps star(o, K) to star(r, PK). Let h be $-‘4i. Then h is a homeomorphism, 
h : star(a K) - star(l., 9K) and if T E star(a, K), h T = star(c, XT). 
LEMMA (8). Suppose Yp is a combinatorial p-sphere containing a p-ball Z, and X is any 
complex. Let N be a subcomplex of a subdivision of X Y, such that N n Y is a p-ball, and 
for each simplex A9 of’ X, Nn AqY is a (p + q + l)-ball. Then there is a homeomorphism 
h : XY- X Y such that 
hY=Y, hAY=AYforallAEX, and 
h(XZ) = N. 
Proof. Suppose X is of dimension x, and that X’ is the r-skeleton of X. We define, 
by induction on r, a homeomorphism h, : X’Y- X’Y with the properties: h,Y = Y, 
h,A Y = A Y for all A E X’, and h,(AZ) = N n A Y, for all A E X’. 
First, define h_, : Y- Y to be any homeomorphism such that /l_,Z = Nn Y. 
Then assume we have defined h,_ ,, and that A is an r-simplex of X. A Y is a (p + r + l)- 
ball, with boundary 3(A Y) = dA * Y. Now h,_, is defined on d(A Y),and h,FI_‘,[N A (8A * Y)] 
= d A * Z which is a (p + r)-ball; Nn AY is by definition a (p + r + I)-ball. Thus 
h,_, IdA * Y is a homeomorphism of a(A Y) to itself, sending dA * Z to N n d(A Y). By 
Lemma (6), h,_,laA * Y can be extended to h,lA * Y, such that h,lA Y : A Y - A Y 
and h,IA Y(AZ) = Nn A Y. This process, being repeated for all r-simplexes of X defines 
h, with the required properties, and 11, is the required homeomorphism h. 
Note. If L is a subcomplex of K, and (K, L) is equal to (XY, Y) in the notation of the 
above lemma, and if C is a collapsible subcomplex of L, N(C”, K”) has the correct proper- 
ties for N. Then the homeomorphism h, defined in the lemma has the additional property 
that h(X * 3Z) = aN(C”, K”). 
The main proposition 
We shall now state Proposition (1) and prove it with the aid of the lemmas developed 
in the section so far. Use will be made of the concept of simplicial collapsing as introduced 
by Whitehead [8]. We shall also need the notation of a conical subdivision of a cone as 
given in [IO]: 
If aK is the cone on a complex K, and L c aK, the subcone through L is the smallest poly- 
hedron of laK/ containing L of the form IaJj for J c K. A subdivision yaK of aK is called 
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conical if the subcone through each simplex of yaK is a subcomplex of yaK. In particular, 
this subdivision induces a subdivision yK of K, and if T E yK, yar is a subcomplex of yaK. 
PROPOSITION (1). Suppose f : aK - B” is a proper embedding of the cone on the complex 
K in the combinatorial ball B”, with dim (aK) s n - 3. There exists Y, a complex which sub- 
divides B”, and yaK a conical subdivision of aK, such that f‘maps YaK simplicially onto X, a 
subcomplex of Y. Let fa = x, then Theorem (l(“-‘)) implies that there is a homeomorphism 
h : [N(X”, Y”), X”] --+ [star(x, Y”), star(x, X”)] 
SUCII that for ecery T E yK, /7f(yas) = star(x,f(ras)“). 
Proof. Becausef’is piecewise linear, there are subdivisions of aK and B” with respect 
to whichfis simplicial. However, any subdivision of aK can be further subdivided to give 
a conical subdivision yaK, [lo, Lemma (21)], and B” can then be further subdivided so that 
Y is a subdivision of B” and f maps yaK simplicially onto X, a subcomplex of Y. Thus 
X, Y and yaK always exist. 
The cone a(yK) collapses simplicially to the vertex a, and the collapsing sequence can 
be chosen so that each elementary simplicial collapse has the effect of removing pairs of 
simplexes of the form aT u T, where T E yK, ar, being removed before aT2, if dim t1 > dim TV. 
Because y is a conical subdivision, if T E yK, y(at) collapses simplicially to y(a&), and in 
this process T is removed in the first elementary collapse. Thus we can choose a collapsing 
sequence which collapses X to x, simplicially, which collapses away the whole of far, 
before any of fa7, if zi E yK and dim TV > dim TV, and which only removes a simplex of 
fyK when it simultaneously removes another simplex having this first simplex as a face. 
Let this collapsing sequence be 
We shall prove inductively the following statement, xci): 
‘There is a homeomorphism hi : [N(X,!‘, Y”), iV(Xi’, X”)] -+ [star(x, Y”), star(x, x”)] 
such that h,(N(X;‘, X”) nfyayar) = star(x, f(yas)“) for all T E yK.’ 
x(O) is trivially true, h, being the identity, and x(k) is the statement of the proposition. 
Thus, inductively, assume that x(i - 1) is true. 
Let Xi = Xi_I + A + B, A being an r-dimensional simplex, A = cB, and Xi_1 n A = 
c(dB); i.e. the elementary collapse Xi I Xi_ 1 is performed by removing A and B. If A^ and 
fi are the barycentres ofA and B, then [N(X;‘, Y”), N(X,“,X”)] = [N(Xf’_l, Y”), IV(X~_~, X”)] 
+ [iV(a, r”), N(A, X”)] + [N(B, Y”), N(fi, X”)]. We must investigate the terms on the right 
hand side and determine how these three pairs glue together. We call these pairs P,, P, 
and P, respectively. 
(1) We first investigate P, u P, : 
P, = i? * [link(A^, Y”), link(A, X”)]. 
Let link@, Y) = S, an (n - r - l)-ccmbinatorial sphere since k c ? from the selection of 
the collapsing sequence of X, and let link(A, X) = L. Projecting the vertices of P,, radially 
from A^ to (dA)S gives a simplicial homeomorphism 
H,:P,- a * [(aA’s’)‘, (aA’Z)‘]. 
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Hi is the identity on A^, and any simplex of P, contained in [Aal for c E S, has its image 
under H, in 1,401. H, also has the property that 
H,(P, n P2) = N((cdB)“, (&4’S)‘), IV((CZB)“, (SA’L’)‘). 
Now, dA is an (r - 1)-sphere, N((cdB)“, ;A”) is an (r - l&ball Q, and for 6’ E S, N((cdB)“, 
(JA’a’)‘) is an (r + t)-ball, because cdB is collapsible. Thus, by Lemma (8), there is a 
homeomorphism 
e : dAS - dAS 
such that BdA = aA, eQ = Q, OdAa = dAa for all c E S, (hence &3AL = aAL> and 
O(Q * S) = N((cdB)“, (c?A’S’)‘). 
There is a homeomorphism from (ur u UJ * Sre2 to C~A, sending z,~S~-~ to Q, and this 
extends joinwise to a homeomorphism of (ui u u2) * s’-2 * S to aAS. Following this by 
0, extending conewise and then following with H;‘, we obtain a homeomorphism 
41 : II * (ul u u2) * (,Y2S, AY2L) - P2 
such that 4i[V, * (S’-2S, sI_2L)] = P, n P2 
and for all ~7 E S, Cpi[n * (ui u u2) * S’-2~] = star(A, Y”) n Ao. 
We are now in a position to apply Lemma (4). Applying this lemma to the homeomorphisms 
hi and $,, we obtain the homeomorphism 
pi : P, V P, - star(x, Y”), star(x, X”) = x * (link(x, Y”), link(x, Xl’)). 
Now if 7 E yK, star(& X”) nf(ra7)” = U star(A, X”) n (Aa)” 
ae2 
= u c&[u * (ul u u2) * .s-%] 
UEZ 
where C = L nf(yar) 
and U c$,(v, * s’-‘0) c 11; ’ link(x, (far)“). Thus by Lemma (4), hi can be chosen to have 
=T: 
the additional property for all 7 E yK, 
~i[(N(Xi, X”) U star(Al, X”)) n j(yar)“] = star(x,f(ra7)“). 
(2) We must now investigate (P, u P2) u P,. This must be a little more complicated 
than the preceding discussion, as it is here necessary to use Theorem (l(“-‘)). 
P, = 8 * [link(B, Y”), link(B, X”)] 
If T = link(B, Y) and U = link(B, X), there is a simplicial homeomorphism 
H, : P, - 2 * ((6%’ * T’)‘, (dB’ * Cl’)‘) 
where H,fi = 3, and for any o E T, IH;‘Bol c IBal. H2 also has the property that 
H,((P, u P2) n P3) = IV((iYB’ * c)‘, (al?’ * T’)‘), N(@B + c)‘, (JB’ * U’)‘). 
From the choice of the collapsing sequence, there is some p E yK such that f(q&) 3 k. 
Let A = link@, yK). As f is a simplicial map from yaK to X, by Lemma (7) there is a 
homeomorphism 
g:apA- star(B, X”) 
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such thatg(apr) = star(B,f(~aps)“) for all r E A including T = 0. There are two possibilities 
to consider for B. 
m 1 
either (i) j(rp) 3 B 
or (ii) f b 2 j 
In case (ii), link(B, Y”) is an (n - I)-ball, g maps the cone adpA onto link(& X”), and g 
gives a proper embedding of this cone in link(B, Y”). By Theorem (I”‘-“) there is a homeo- 
morphism $, 
$ : link(B, Y”), IinkfB, X”) - d * (2 link(B, Y”), g(?pA)) 
which extends to a homeomorphism $, by defining $B = e, and taking I! as a point of e, ti, 
where 
$:P,- u * (d u e) * (a link(B, Y”), g(8pA)). 
Let ap, =$-l [(ci u e) * (a link(B, Y”), g(apA))]. Then $ followed by a conical extension 
of 3-i 1$8P, gives a homeomorphism 
5: : P, -+ v * ap,. 
By its construction 5 has the property that, if T E A, Tg(aps) = u * g(Jap)~. In case (i), 
where P, is obviously just the cone on its boundary pair, we can define u as 3, and 5 as 
the identity. Then < has the same property as above, with respect tog, and we are now able 
to treat both cases simultaneously. 
Let the boundary of P, be considered as the union of the two pairs (Q,, R,) and 
(Q,, RJ, where (Q,, RI) = P3 n (P, UP,), and (Q2, R,) is the closure of the compliment 
of this in i?P,. N((aB’ *c)‘, (8s * T’)‘) is an (n - I)-ball, being a regular neighbourhood 
of dB’ * c in the ball or sphere (as’ * T’)‘), and so Q,, the image of this under H;‘, is also 
a ball. This implies that Q2 is a ball. Suppose T E A or T = Qr , then 
g((aW)r) = (R, ” %) n If(W)/. 
R, n f(yapr)" = H; ‘[N((dfl’ * c)‘, (dB’ * u’)‘) n If(ap~)j] 
= H; l [N((as’ * c)‘, (as’ * Iv)‘)] 
where W = link(B,f(yapr)) which is a ball, andso R, nf(yap~)" is a ball. Thus R, ng((&p)T) 
is a ball for all T E A. Using Lemma (8) we can find a new homeomorphism 
8’ : (@VW> - RI u R, 
Such that g’(a8p * A) = R, and y‘(dap)s = (R, u RJ nf(UpT) = g(dUp)T for all T E A or 
T = 0. Regarding a(q) as (a, u u2) * ap, g’ gives a proper embedding of (a, u al) * dpA 
in Q, u Q,. Thus 5-l is a homeomorphism mapping u * (Q, u Q,, g’((u, u aI) * apA)> to 
the pair P,, and (PI u P2) n P, = t-‘(Ql, ~‘(a, * SPA)). Thus, applying Lemma (5) to the 
homeomorphisms 5-l and hi, we obtain the homeomorphism 
hi+ 1 : P, u Pz v P, - star(x, Y”), star(x, X”) 
Further, for all T E A, 5-‘(v * g’((u, u u*) * apT>) = <-'(v * g(&p)T) = g(UpT) 
= star(B, f(yups)"). 
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Thus, by Lemma (j), hicl can be chosen so that for 7 E A, or 7 = 0, 
hi+ 1 [star(B, f(plp7)“) U I;; 1 star(x, _f(pps)“)] 
= star(x,f(rnpr)“), 
and if 7 E yK and 7 4 star(p, ?K), 
hi ~ 1 = pi on &: l star(x, f(ya7)). 
Hence h,+t is the required homeomorphism fulfilling the conditions of the induction 
statement x(i + 1). Hence x(i) implies x(i + l), and the proposition is proven. 
$4. SUNNY COLLAPSING AND PROOF OF THEOREMS 
The Zeeman-Stallings technique of sunny collapsing is now required. This has been 
explained in [9]. Lemmas (7), (8) and (9) of that paper are needed here, but in a sharpened 
form. The improved versions are given below at Lemmas (lo), (9) and Proposition (2); 
proofs (modelled on those of [9]) of these lemmas are given, particular attention being paid 
to any points where a proof differs from being a paraphrase of the analogous lemma in [9]. 
Let Zp be the p-cube, then Ip = Ip-’ x I, and we can regard Zp-’ as horizontal and I as 
vertical. If X is a polyhedron in Ip, let X* be the set of points of X that lie in the same 
vertical line as some other point of X. Then x*, the closure of X*, is a subpolyhedron of 
x. 
LEMMA (9). Let X,, be a complex linearly embedded in I”, with dim X0 5 n - 3 and 
dim (X,, n aZ”> s n - 4. Then (I”, X,,) is homeomorphic to (I”, X) where X is isomorphic to 
a subdivision of X0, such that 
(i) X does not meet the top or bottom of the cube; 
(ii) X meets any vertical linejinitely. 
Furthermore, if ctX is a subdivision of X such that the vertical projection n : crX- I”- 1 
is simplicial for some subdivision of I”-‘, and if L is the subcomplex of ctX triangulating 
x* then, defining A, to be the simplex of X such that t c k, for every 7 EL, 
(iii) If 7,, 72 EL and rr~, = rtr2, then dim ri s dim A,, - 2 
(iv) If rl, 52 EL, rc7, = 7172, u < 7, and dim CJ > dim A, - 2, then ~7 < 72. 
Proof. Let I;-’ be a vertical (n - l)-dimensional face of I”. First choose a homec- 
morphism of I” to itself sending X,, n dl” into i;-‘. Triangulate I” so that the image of 
X,, is a subcomplex X, choosing X to be isomorphic to some subdivision of X0. Now shift 
all the vertices of X by arbitrarily small moves into general position in the following way: 
Shift the vertices of Xn iy-’ so that each vertex remains in fi -l, and no vertex lies in the 
vertical t-plane through any other t vertices, for t 6 n - 2; similarly shift the vertices in 
b so that the same condition holds for f s n - 1. If the moves are sufficiently small, they 
determine a homeomorphism of I” to itself sending X to this new position, which gives the 
required pair (I”, X). 
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It is clear that conditions (i) and (ii) are satisfied. If A” and Bb are simplexes of X with 
no face in common, then the vertical (a + I)-plane containing A meets the plane of B in a 
plane of dimension (a + b + 1 - n) 2 b - 2, because a 5 n - 3. If however A” and Bb 
intersect in a common face Cc, then the vertical (a+ I)-plane through A meets the plane of 
B in a plane of dimension max [c, (a + b + 1 - n)] which always contains C, but which 
intersects b in dimension (a + b + 1 - n) 5 b - 2, or not at all. 
If UX is a subdivision of X as described in the statement of the lemma, suppose 
xrl = ITT* for 7i EL, then from the above discussion, ji c bi for Bi E X, and dim B, 2 dim 
~~ + 2. If further r~ -=z r,, 6 c A for A E X, and dim G + 2 > dim A, then the vertical planes 
through each Bi contain g and so both these planes meet i in dimension greater than 
dim A - 2. Thus A is a face of each Bi, and as TUS < T(T~, and T? c Bt, o is a face of TV. 
DEFINITIONS. If X is a polyhedron in ZJ’, a point of I* lies in the shadow of X if it is 
certicully below some point of X. Suppose XL Y is an elementary (pol,vhedrul) collapse 
from X to Y [IO], this collapse is culled sunny if no point of X - Y lies in the shadow of X. 
A sequence of elementary sunny collapses is culled a sunny collapse, and if there is a sunny 
collapse from X to a point, X is said to be sunny collapsible. 
Let (X, Y) be a pair of polyhedra triangulated by the pair of complexes (K, L). The 
local codimension of Y in X is the maximum number r such that every t-simplex of L faces 
some (t + r)-simplex of K. The local codimension is independent of the particular triangu- 
lation (K, L). 
PROPOSITION (2). Zfg : aY- B” is a proper embedding of the cone on the polyhedron 
Y in B”, with dim a Y = m s n - 3, then (B”, g(u Y)) is homeomorphic to (I”, X) where X 
satisfies the properties of Lemma (9), and X is sunny collapsible. 
Proof. First, by Lemma (9), choose a homeomorphism of (B”, g(a Y)) to (I”, X) where 
X is a complex satisfying the properties of that lemma. 
We shall construct inductively a decreasing sequence of subpolyhedra: 
1x1 = X, 2 X, 1 . . . 3 X, = a point, 
and for each i 5 m a homeomorphism 
fi : Xi _ UKm-i-l 
where KmmiW1 is some (m - i - 1)-dimensional complex, such that; 
(I) fi-‘ti overshadows no point of Xi. 
(2) If P and Q are arcs in XT and P overshadows Q, and fiP lies in a generator of 
vK~-‘-~, then so does fiQ. 
(3) The subcone of vK”-~-~ through fizz! is locally of codimension greater than or 
equal to one in vK~-~-~. 
(4) There is a sunny collapse Xi_1L Xi. 
The induction starts with 1x1 = X,,. Condition (4) is vacuous, and it is necessary to 
define the homeomorphism fO with properties (I), (2), and (3). Let Km-’ triangulate Y. 
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Using the notation of Lemma (9), the complex X is isomorphic to some subdivision of 
cKm-i, thus let f : X - cKmel be this homeomorphism. Thus in particular, f maps 
simplexes of L(N.B. L is the subcomplex of X triangulating X*) linearly into simplexes of 
zK”-‘. NOW move the vertices of fL into general position in cKm-i such that any vertex in 
02 remains in ~~ for every A E Km-‘; and so that, in the new position, if r EL and fr does 
not meet generators of cKmml finitely, then r has some face O, such that f cr c GA, and 
dim d = dim uA. If the moves are chosen sufficiently small, there is a new homeomorphism 
fe :aX - UP-‘, such foL agrees with the new general position of fL, (f. embeds each 
simplex of L linearly in some simplex of UK”-‘). 
If r EL, Lemma (9), (iii), implies that r is the face of some simplex p E aX, where 
dim r S dim p - 2, so the cone on foL is locally of codimension 2 1 in UK’“-‘. Condition 
(1) is satisfied as f;‘t: is a vertex of X, so it remains to consider (2). If tl EL, and fotl does 
not meet generators of the cone vKmwl finitely, rl has a face G such that fa c uA and 
dim d = dim uA. By Lemma (9), (iv), if rcti = TOTS, r2 has 0 as a face, so fos, and for2 
meet in foa, and so for2 meets generators of the cone non-finitely. There is a simplicial 
map s : fotl -fbs,, fixed on&, so that if x E ) fotll, Tlf0l-x = nf; l.s.~. This extends to 
a linear map of the cone through for1 to the cone through fez,, that is fixed on the subcone 
through foe. Thus if A and B are two points in fotl such that the line AB passes through 0, 
then the line (sA)(sB) also passes through v. Thus if P and Q are polyhedral paths in L, 
such that nP = TCQ, and iffoP lies in a generator of r;K, Then foQ also lies in a generator 
(for foP can be split up into a union of intervals as AB above) and so (2) is satisfied. 
The induction finishes with X,,,, a single point, so we shall have a sunny collapse 
which will prove the proposition. The proof of the induction step is as follows: 
Suppose we are givenfi_ 1 : X,-i --+ vKmvl satisfying the four conditions. We have 
to constructh, Xi, Kmmiwl and prove that the four conditions still hold. 
Let (C, L) triangulate (UK”-‘), f,_,x,*_,). C can be chosen to be a conical subdivision 
of VA?‘, and so, in particular C contains a subdivision yK”‘-’ of k?’ -i. We now define 
Km-i-1 by 
Kmmi-i = (m - i - 1) - skeleton of yK”-‘. 
Let C, be the subcomplex of C triangulating the subcone uK~-~-‘. Let e, : CO ----P c 
be the inclusion map. We shall construct a slightly different embedding e : Co + c. 
Having chosen e, there is uniquely defined a polyhedron Xi together with a homeomorphism 
fi, such that the following diagram is commutative: 
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Condition (2) holds because f,XF =h_iX,* C~i_-IXi*_, for which the condition holds by 
induction. If D is a simplex of bLnfi_,Xt, the subcone LV is of dimension t s m - i - 1. 
As C is conical, there is some simplex D of Km-i-1, such that Ic.01 c ]cDl. Either dim D 2 t, 
or else, by the induction condition (3), D faces some simplex in yKm-’ of dimension t, and 
astsm-i- 1, this simplex is in Kmmi-i. Therefore conditions (3) is satisfied. 
Lastly, it must be shown that Xi_, sunny collapses to Xi. The proof of this is very 
similar to that in [9]. There is a collapse 
C\,eC, u YuZ 
where Y = u Yi, and 2 = u Zi. We then collapse away Y and Z by collapsing the blisters 
L 
Yi and Zi fkom the bottom to the top in the order Y,, Y2, . . . . Y,_ ,, Y,, Z,, Z2, . . . . Z,. 
The inverse image of this collapsing sequence under f;:_ I gives a sunny collapse 
Xi-1 ‘\ Xi* 
This finishes the proof of the proposition, and we can at once deduce the following 
lemma : 
LEMMA (IO). Ifg : aY--+ B” is a proper embedding, with dim a Y 6 n - 3, then B” 
collapses onto g(a Y). 
Proof. By Proposition (2), (B”, g(a Y)) is homeomorphic to (I”, X) where X satisfies 
(i) and (ii) of Lemma (9), and X is sunny collapsible. Then by [9], there is a collapse 
1% X. Hence also B”L g(a Y). 
In the proof of the main theorems we shall also need the following simple lemma: 
LEMMA (11). Let L be a subcomplex of K, and f be a homeomophism of L to itsevsuch 
that for all T E L, 1 f;_I = 151. Then f can be extended to a homeomorphism F : K - K, such 
that for all c E K, IFal = Ial, and ift for some a E K, f lo n L = 1, then Fja = 1. 
Proof. Let {ai>i = 1, 2, . . . . n, be an enumeration of the simplexes of K in an order of 
‘ 
increasing dimension, and let Ki = u Qj. Suppose, inductively, that there is a homeo- 
j= 1 
morphism Fi : Ki ----+ K, such that lFiol = 101 for all u E Ki, FilKi AL = f lKi n L, and if 
f]a n L = 1 then FJa = 1. Then extend Fi to Fi+i,; as follows: 
( 
flai+l if Oi+lELa 
Fi+llai+, = 1 if Fildai+l = 1 and Oi+l #L, 
any extension of Fildai+ 1 otherwise. 
We define Fl = 1, and F,, is the required homeomorphism F. 
Proof of Theorem (1) 
Assuming Theorem (l”‘- “) we have to prove Theorem (I’“)). Thus letf : OX- B” 
be a proper embedding where dim aX 5 n - 3. Let K triangulate X; let yvK be a conical 
subdivision of UK, so that yvK triangulates ax, and so that for some triangulation M of 
B”,f: yvK- M is simplicial. Let f (yvK) = L c M. 
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Lemma (IO) implies that M is a regular neighbourhood of L, so by [6], there is a homeo- 
morphism of (M”, L”) to (N(L”, M”), L”) that is the identity on L”. Thus, applying Propo- 
sition (1) (which assumes Theorem (I(“-‘)), there is a homeomorphism 
h : (M”, L”) --+ [star(x, M”), star(x, _Y)] 
where x = fu, and such that for every 7 E yK 
hf(ytn) = star(x,j(7c7)“). 
The inverse homeomorphism of /ljdM” gives a homeomorphism 
g : [link(x, M”), link(x, _L!‘)] - (dM”, Zitl” n L”), 
and g extends conically to 
3 : [star(x, M”), star(s, L”)] --+ w * (2fV”, d&I” n L”). 
Combining h and g we have 
g/l : (M”, L”) - w * (dM”, ZM” n L) 
with the properties that ijhl(dM”, dM” n L) is the identity, ijhfu = w, and if T E yK, Fjhf(y’r) 
= w*fr. 
Now f 1 X extends conically to f : all’ - b * dB”. Then c(yK) triangulates a/Y, w * dM 
triangulates b * dB”, and the embedding 
j.: v(yK) - w * ?M 
is simplicial. Let C be the subcomplex f(c(yK)) of w * dM. Then ?jhff- ’ is a homeomor- 
phism of C to itself, which restricts to the identity on Cn ZM and such that 
ILjhfj-‘rj = 151 for all 7 E C. 
By Lemma (1 I), ghff-’ extends to a homeomorphism 
I7 ,:w*ah4- w * aM, with h*ldM = 1. 
Let H = h;‘ijh, then 
H:(M,L)- (w * f3M, w * (aM n L)), 
HldM = 1 and Hf = h;‘ghf = (ijhJ--‘)-‘?jhf=f, H ence reverting to polyhedra, we have 
found H such that 
H : B” - b * i?B”, HJaB”= 1, and Hf =3. 
Thus Theorem (1’“‘) is proved, and this completes the inductive proof of Theorem (1). 
Proof of Theorem (6) 
The proof of Theorem (6) is closely related to that of Theorem (I), and now that 
Theorem (1) has been proved, Proposition (1) is known to be true for all n. 
Let f and g be embeddings of the polyhedron Xp in S”, where n - p 2 3. Let H be an 
embedding H : X x I ---+ YxIsuchthatH-‘(S”xO)=XxO, H-‘(S”xI)=Xxl, 
and H(.Y, 0) = (f-y, 0) and H(x, 1) = (gx, 1). Let L triangulate X x / and K triangulate 
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S” x I such that H : L - K is simplicial. Further, choose L to be a cylindrical triangula- 
tion, i.e. If L, and L, are the subcomplexes of L triangulating X x 0 and X x 1, then the 
natural projections of L to L, and L, are simplicial (it is always possible to choose such 
an L, see [IO]). Let K, and K, be the subcomplexes of K triangulating S” x 0 and s” x 1. 
We now add to L and K, cones on L, and K,, and extend H conically to the embedding 
W:LunL I -----+ K v bK,. 
Then R is a simplicial embedding of L u CZL,, which is a conical subdivision of the cone 
[‘Lo on Lo, to Ku bK, which is a triangulation of the (n + I)-ball. Letting C = ~(Lu aL,) 
and M = Ku bK,, Proposition (1) implies there is a homeomorphism 
h, : [N(C”, M”), C”] - [star(b, M”), star(b, C”)] 
Using Lemma (10) and the uniqueness of regular neighbourhood theory [6] as before, there 
is a homeomorphism 
h, : CM”, C”] - [N(C”, M”), C”] 
such that if T EL,, 
h,h2A(vs) = star(b, R(vr) n M”). 
Now Lemma (7) gives a homeomorphism 
h, : [star(b, M”), star(b, C”)] ----) [bK,, b(RL,)] 
such that for all G EL,, 
h, star(b, B(W) n M”) = ba. 
combining all these homeomorphisms together, we obtain 
0 = h,h,h, : [M, C] - CbK,, bWLd1. 
0 has the property that if r E Lo, BR(uz) = ba, where d is the unique simplex of L,, which 
projects onto r in the natural simplicial projection of L, to L,. Let i : L, ----+ L, be this 
isomorphism. Restricting 0 to dM, gives a homeomorphism 8, 
dO : (K,, L,) - (K,, L,), 
(ae)i maps L, to itself, and I(tX3)igl = 10.1 for all G EL,. Using Lemma (ll), there is a 
homeomorphism 
F : (K,, L,) - W,, -W 
such that F(dO)i is the identity on L,. Thus F(8) maps (K,, L,,) to (K,, L,), and 
fqae)IL, = i-l. 
But, L, triangulates X, K, triangulates S” and L, c K, is the inclusion given by the 
embeddingf; similarly, L, c K, represents g and the following diagram computes: 
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Hence, reverting to polyhedra, F(d@ maps s” to S”, and F(Wf = g, and so f and g are 
ambient isotopic and the theorem is proved. 
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